15o	ROMANCE BALLADS
So the presses of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries produced
such works as the Vaunts of the Paladins, the Story of Milan and
Berta, Bradiamonte, and other chapbooks in verse,1 which suppose
some literacy in the singer, but very little in the audience.
The demand for formal narrative being met in this way, there
remained only the lyrical genres for spontaneous improvisation.
Two moulds were fashioned. The one, a mere lyrical cry, is that
of the 'flowers' (Sicilian 'ciuri5, Tuscan 'stornelli', and other
names). It opens with the name of a flower: flower of the lupine,
pomegranate, lime, of flowers, &c. Then follows a free line
(generally), and one other rhyming with the ejaculation:
Flower of the beech,
Above all beauties thou dost bear the prize,
and unto you the sun's first beams do reach.
Or
Flower of the vine.
Thy charms are things that last through endless time.
The gambit is used in Rumanian poetry in the form 'green leaf of
..." (Frunza verde), to introduce poems of considerable extension;
but in Italy the two or three lines suffice, A variation on this style
is that in which no flower is named, but the same technique is
observed:
Starry eyes!
As many stones as go to make a bridge,
so many send I ardent lover's sighs.
The other mould is that of the Sicilian ccanzuni', Tuscan 'rispetti'.
These are hendecasyllables assonating alternately or in pairs; the
number of lines varies, but there is a strong tendency to limit the
poem to eight lines. They are less fleeting and more substantial
than the 'stornelli', and they have some of the plasticity, though
not the neat workmanship, of the classical Greek epigram. The
themes are mostly erotic. The lady challenges all nations with her
beauty (and especially France), she defies the skill of painters with
her blonde tresses, or writers to describe her aright; the singer
longs to be a bird and visit her, a necklet to clasp her neck, or to
lay a hill of gold at her feet; he holds a dialogue with the water that
has mirrored her face or with an intimate thing like a handkerchief;
the Holy Father is ready to pardon the pleasant sin of loving; the
1 G. Barini, Cantdri cavallereschi dei secoli XV e XVI, Bologna, 1905.

